
"Lady, you were a hit" 

- Monya Terry, Absolute Total Care 

The owner of the multi-award-winning wellness studio

Palmetto Yoga & Wellness Oasis in Columbia, South

Carolina, Josee has served hundreds of clients as a

wellness advocate, speaker, certified life coach, Reiki

master, and yoga teacher. Her current work as a heart

decoder™, a speaker, and a life path catalyst, is described

as Wayne Dyer meets Abraham Hicks and allows her to

bring her message and gift to a global audience. 

As a heart decoder™, she uses her intuitive gifts to

interpret the hidden messages of the willing audience

members' hearts, revealing possibilities that offer clarity

and greater awareness of the self. As an empowerment

speaker, she delivers a powerful and transformative

message that inspires her audience to tap into their

hearts and create magnificence. 
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About Josee: Ages:

35 & up

Audience:
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Josee's Signature TopicJosee's Signature Topic  

Podcast Interviews | Online Summits | Keynote | Symposiums

CONTACT: info@joseemadison.com (803) 497-3156 www.joseemadison.com

" Josee helped me find the truths in my heart

and reach the pinnacle of a life I thought I

was already living. " - Phyllis M., MD

"Josee challenges old ways of thinking and

patterns of behavior while being compassionate at

the same time." - SallyAnn, Ph.D, CCC-SLP

By using her Spiritually S.M.A.R.T.E.R.™ path, individuals can

break free from the mind chatter and tap into the messages of

their hearts. During her talk, Josee walks her audience through

each acronym through personal stories and tips. During the

heart decoding segment, whether someone came forth on the

Heart Seat™ intending to seek spiritual guidance or from her

reading the room, Josee's heart decoder™ gift picks up on the

collective mood, energy, and emotion and speaks in response to

what is needed. There is excitement with that process because

there's an element of surprise and the unexpected unfolding. The

heart decoding jumpstarts the surrendering process of listening

to the heart of her audience or the specific individual that came

forward, pointing them in a direction that empowers them to

follow their hearts and create magnificence in their lives. 


